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FLYBOYS GEAR FOR PILOTS
FLY BOYS PUBS BAG

Top opening flap gives access to the main 
pockets. Additional smaller external pockets 
are located in the front, rear as well. Handy for 
smaller items or for sliding enroute charts and 
maps for quick access. Top, front and back are 
secured with sturdy Velcro™. Pocket on one side 
for a water bottle or sunglass case. Slots on the 
opposite side for 2 pens or pencils.  The most 
popular choice of most fighter and trainer pilots 
no matter what the airframe. Also, an excellent 
option for civilians looking for a no frills - priced 
right bag.  Measures 8 1/2” x 11” x 1” empty. Fully 
loaded it will expand out to 8 1/2” wide!
Black FB1020 ..........P/N 13-05566 ...........$27.95

FLY BOYS HELMET BAG
420 Denier Cordura Nylon with 1/2” cloth poly-
fill to cushion your helmet. Heavy duty nylon 
zipper - resists snags. Two interior pockets WITH 
VELCRO CLOSURE that fit your DTC, VTR 
tapes, sunglasses or water bottle. This super 
tight knit nylon shell is extremely water resistant 
and provides superior protection for YOUR 
expensive equipment.  Oversized from standard 
issue versions, it is superior for helmets with with 

NVG or HMS mounts!  Two NEW pockets for smaller items. Adjustable 
shoulder strap fitted with a gripping contouring rubber shoulder pad.  
Inside Dimensions (FLAT): 19 1/2” Wide 20” Tall.
Blue .............................................................P/N 13-05571 ...........$39.95
Black ............................................................P/N 13-05572 ...........$39.95
Green...........................................................P/N 13-05573 ...........$39.95

FLY BOYS IFR/VFR 
KNEEBOARD

Features seven eyelets for securing checklists, 
plastic checklist pages or your in-flight guide - 
(every base has different spacing.Includes the 
new flexible plastic clipboard (FB1060).Eyelets 
also correspond to JEPPESEN approach plates 
and chart protectors!
Folded: 6.5” X 1.5” X 9.5”
Unfolded: 10” X 8.5” X 1
Writing Surface Area: 8” X 5”
Blue .........................P/N 13-05568 .......... $39.95
Black ........................P/N 13-05569 .......... $39.95
Green .......................P/N 13-05570 .......... $39.95

FLYBOYS CHECKLIST PAGES
Heavy-uty plastic FlightCrew checklist pages. 
Sturdy construction extends the life of these 
pages. Easy to use at made at a thickness that 
helps prevent the pages from becoming brittle or 
tearing in cold environments. 
Pages are top loading and are great for 

protecting your local approaches or condensed aircraft checklist. No 
covers included.
Sheet Size: 8” X 5” ......................................P/N 13-05627 .............$0.70
Bulk back (25 Pk.) w/ Covers ......................P/N 13-05629 ...........$14.95
Duty Covers For Checklist Pages Only .......P/N 13-22013 .............$8.95 

OVERSIZED CHECKLIST PAGES
These are great if you are ready to start putting 
originals in the pages instead of shrunken copies! 
As you can see, a full size Jeppesen chart slides 
right in! Now your mission data cards fit, your target 
photos can get more detail in them, and your attack 
cards slide right in without making a trip to the 
copier to shrink or the paper cutter to trim! These 

are the same construction as the regular, just bigger. Great in extreme 
temperatures and long lasting. Spacing on the holes matches up with the 
FlyBoys KneeBoard with Eyelets and Jeppesen charts.Size is 5 1/2” X 8 
1/2” - really makes a difference.
Sheet Size: 8-1/2” X 5-1/2” ..........................PN 13-05628 ..............$0.95  

EXTRA TALL PAGES FOR
BIG CHECKLIST 

Heavy duty plastic FlightCrew checklist pages. Sturdy 
construction leads to a long life. Easy to use but 
heavy enough to not get brittle or tear in extremely 
cold environments. Pages are top loading and 
are excellent for protecting your local approaches 
or condensed aircraft checklist. USABLE interior 
dimensions: 5”x11”, overall width including checklist 
ring holes 5 7/8”
Sheet Size: 5” X 11” .......PN 13-05630 ..............$0.73

FLYBOYS HARD PLASTIC 
COVE SET FOR EXTRA PAGES
The new Cover Set for the FB2203 pages are 
great. They are perfect for protection of the 
pages as well as providing structure for these tall 
pages. Without these covers, they tend to sag 
due to their height. Buy as many pages as you 
need, as many cover sets as you need. Sheet 
Size: 5” X 11” ..........PN 13-05632 ..............$6.95  

OVER SIZED FLIP CHART PAGES
Over sized top loading pages with three ring holes in 
the top for those checklists and situations that flow 
better than the normal “book format.”  Dimensions: 
9.25” x 6”.
Sheet Size: 8” X 5” .........PN 13-05633 ..............$0.79

FLYBOYS CHECKLIST RINGS
Durable. Unbreakable. Multi-Purpose. Safe. 
Opaque nylon ring to hold your checklists and in-
flight guides. Or use them for outdoor use where 
metal rings would rust or wear out. Patented 
ball-lock design to prevent FOD out on the flight 
line. The nylon ring is very low resistance as well. 
Once they are closed, they stay closed. When 
closed, they are a 1.5” diameter ring. Opened, 

they stretch to 5”. For most applications 4 rings is plenty for keeping your 
checklists or inflight guides secure. 10 per pack.
Opaque ........................................................P/N 13-05621 $10.50/ Pack
Black ............................................................P/N 13-08644 $10.50/ Pack
Red ..............................................................P/N 13-08643 $10.85/ Pack

FLYBOYS PILOT LOGBOOK
If you are serious about keeping track of your flight 
time, and operate Army or USAF rotary aircraft - 
this is the book you need with no question. Record 
your own flying history of missions, upgrades, 
checkrides and awards right in this beautiful and 

durable logbook. This book will hold at least 10 years worth of flight 
history.Dimensions: 9” tall x 7 7/8” wide x 1” thick
Airforce Pilots Fly Logbook ..........................P/N 13-05625 ...........$29.95
Army Pilots fly Logbook ...............................P/N 13-06410 ...........$29.95

FLYBOYS REMOVE BEFORE 
FLIGHT KEY CHAIN

This nylon strap streamer with the REMOVE 
BEFORE FLIGHT rubber patch is an instant 
reminder of the real warning flags that hang off of 
airplanes on the flight line.  They’re supposed to 
be visible and easy to find during the walk-around 
inspection. Well, now you won’t have to “walk 
around” your house or fish through your gym bag 
trying to find it! .........P/N 13-05626 .............$4.99

FLYBOYS MAPSTRAP
THIGH STRAP

adjustable to fit just about anyone and features a 
see-through strap with a healthy portion of hook-
and-loop to keep paperwork secure. The leading 
and trailing edges of the lower strap feature no-
slip PVC material to help keep the strap secure 
on your leg. ..............P/N 13-14943 .......... $14.95
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